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Laser
The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now more powerful than ever, but it’s also more complex. That’s where
this Missing Manual comes in. With crystal-clear explanations and hands-on examples, Excel 2013: The Missing Manual
shows you how to master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and chart your data. You’ll be using new features like
PowerPivot and Flash Fill in no time. The important stuff you need to know: Go from novice to ace. Learn how to analyze
your data, from writing your first formula to charting your results. Illustrate trends. Discover the clearest way to present
your data using Excel’s new Quick Analysis feature. Broaden your analysis. Use pivot tables, slicers, and timelines to
examine your data from different perspectives. Import data. Pull data from a variety of sources, including website data
feeds and corporate databases. Work from the Web. Launch and manage your workbooks on the road, using the new Excel
Web App. Share your worksheets. Store Excel files on SkyDrive and collaborate with colleagues on Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn. Master the new data model. Use PowerPivot to work with millions of rows of data. Make calculations. Review
financial data, use math and scientific formulas, and perform statistical analyses.

Complete First Presentation Plus DVD-ROM
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Gateway B2 Workbook
Introduction to Network Simulator NS2 is a primer providing materials for NS2 beginners, whether students, professors, or
researchers for understanding the architecture of Network Simulator 2 (NS2) and for incorporating simulation modules into
NS2. The authors discuss the simulation architecture and the key components of NS2 including simulation-related objects,
network objects, packet-related objects, and helper objects. The NS2 modules included within are nodes, links, SimpleLink
objects, packets, agents, and applications. Further, the book covers three helper modules: timers, random number
generators, and error models. Also included are chapters on summary of debugging, variable and packet tracing, result
compilation, and examples for extending NS2. Two appendices provide the details of scripting language Tcl, OTcl and AWK,
as well object oriented programming used extensively in NS2.

The Super Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates
One of the best and complete sources for locating, understanding, and developing a trading strategy. Focusing on ways to
trade on the futures (or any) market for profit, it fully explains entire trading systems, classifies many approaches, points
out their similarities and differences, and describes how these techniques will cause greater risk or reward given different
circumstances. Chapters build from simple systems to more complex approaches, such as spectral analysis, showing why
simplicity is often best. Includes some systems appropriate for computer application, with many programs appearing in an
appendix. The treatment is complete, clearly written, and unbiased.

Gold Experience 2nd Edition B1 Students' Book for Online Practice Pack
The only endorsed resources for the Cambridge International AS Level English General Paper syllabus. Through exploration
of a wide array of topics, from celebrity culture to poetry in the modern world, this book focuses on strengthening
communication, evaluation, analysis, application and understanding skills. Helping students improve their written
responses, use of English and comprehension, this coursebook looks at discussion points relevant to the globally-minded
classroom. With frequent practice questions and sample answers, students have plenty of opportunities to build their
confidence answering questions. Answers to coursebook questions are in the teacher's resource.

Next Move
Situated at the crossroads of comparative philology, classics and general historical linguistics, this study is the first ever
attempt to outline in full the developments which led from the remotest recoverable stages of the Indo-European protoPage 2/12
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language to the complex verbal system encountered in Homer and other early Greek texts. By combining the methods of
comparative and internal reconstruction with a careful examination of large collections of primary data and insights gained
from the study of language change and linguistic typology, Andreas Willi uncovers the deeper reasons behind many surface
irregularities and offers a new understanding of how categories such as aspect, tense and voice interact. Drawing upon
evidence from all major branches of Indo-European, and providing exhaustive critical coverage of scholarly debate on the
most controversial issues, this book will be an essential reference tool for anyone seeking orientation in this burgeoning but
increasingly fragmented area of linguistic research.

Introduction to Network Simulator NS2
Jenny Pearson’s exceptional debut delivers laugh-out-loud calamity, high-stakes adventure, and the warmth of family. Facts
are everything to eleven-year-old Freddie Yates: once you know a fact it’s yours to keep. After his grandmother dies and
Freddie discovers his biological father might be alive and well in Wales, he decides to follow the facts. Together with his
best friends Ben and Charlie, he sneaks off on the adventure of a lifetime (or at least, the summer holidays) to track down
Freddie’s father. Freddie doesn’t expect any miracles—they’re not real, after all. But when the three unwittingly set off a
chain of inexplicable events via an onion-eating competition, a couple of superhero costumes, and some very angry antique
thieves, Freddie discovers that some things can’t always be explained—and sometimes what you’re looking for has been
with you the whole time. Propulsive and hilarious, The Super Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates is a heartwarming story
about the true meaning of family.

Macmillan Essential Dictionary for Learners of English
Scholars and professionals from all over the world, across experience levels and the gender and sexuality spectrum, share
experiences and analysis of romance and sexuality in video games. Whether discussing casual sex in the Star Wars
universe; analyzing various Otome games; examining "the gaze" in various games; player romance behavior in games; or
exploring the ethical ramifications of sexuality in virtual reality and other emerging technologies, this book discusses what
players want in video game romance, and how developers can best deliver it.

Touchstone Level 2 Student's Book
Touchstone Level 4 Workbook L4
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Comprehensive program for elementary Russian instruction.

Digital Love
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood adventure and the savagery of humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a
stunning Graphic Deluxe Edition with a new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative today as when it was first published in
1954, Lord of the Flies continues to ignite passionate debate with its startling, brutal portrait of human nature. William
Golding’s compelling story about a group of very ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable, an
allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political treatise, and even a vision of the apocalypse. But above all, it has
earned its place as one of the indisputable classics of the twentieth century for readers of any age. This Penguin Classics
Graphic Deluxe Edition features an array of special features to supplement the novel, including a foreword by Lois Lowry, an
introduction by Stephen King, an essay by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading the novel and suggestions for
further exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler, and an extended note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the first American
paperback edition of Lord of the Flies. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the
best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.

Cutting Edge[
Becoming a master of networking has never been easier Whether you're in charge of a small network or a large network,
Networking All-in-One is full of the information you’ll need to set up a network and keep it functioning. Fully updated to
capture the latest Windows 10 releases through Spring 2018, this is the comprehensive guide to setting up, managing, and
securing a successful network. Inside, nine minibooks cover essential, up-to-date information for networking in systems
such as Windows 10 and Linux, as well as best practices for security, mobile and cloud-based networking, and much more.
Serves as a single source for the most-often needed network administration information Covers the latest trends in
networking Get nine detailed and easy-to-understand networking minibooks in one affordable package Networking All-inOne For Dummies is the perfect beginner’s guide as well as the professional’s ideal reference book.

Laser. B1. Workbook. With key. Con CD Audio. Per le Scuole superiori
The Cutting Edge Elementary/Pre-Intermediate Video gives students a wealth of information about aspects of modern life,
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providing them with a rich source of authentic, real-life material. Based on the syllabus of the Cutting Edge Elementary and
Pre-Intermediate students' books, the language is graded accordingly through the six video programmes.

KET Practice Tests Plus
Modern cars are more computerized than ever. Infotainment and navigation systems, Wi-Fi, automatic software updates,
and other innovations aim to make driving more convenient. But vehicle technologies haven’t kept pace with today’s more
hostile security environment, leaving millions vulnerable to attack. The Car Hacker’s Handbook will give you a deeper
understanding of the computer systems and embedded software in modern vehicles. It begins by examining vulnerabilities
and providing detailed explanations of communications over the CAN bus and between devices and systems. Then, once
you have an understanding of a vehicle’s communication network, you’ll learn how to intercept data and perform specific
hacks to track vehicles, unlock doors, glitch engines, flood communication, and more. With a focus on low-cost, open source
hacking tools such as Metasploit, Wireshark, Kayak, can-utils, and ChipWhisperer, The Car Hacker’s Handbook will show you
how to: –Build an accurate threat model for your vehicle –Reverse engineer the CAN bus to fake engine signals –Exploit
vulnerabilities in diagnostic and data-logging systems –Hack the ECU and other firmware and embedded systems –Feed
exploits through infotainment and vehicle-to-vehicle communication systems –Override factory settings with performancetuning techniques –Build physical and virtual test benches to try out exploits safely If you’re curious about automotive
security and have the urge to hack a two-ton computer, make The Car Hacker’s Handbook your first stop.

Cambridge International AS Level English General Paper Coursebook
"Touchstone is an innovative four-level series for adults and young adults, taking students from beginning to intermediate
levels (CEFR: A1-B2). Based on research into the Cambridge English Corpus, Touchstone teaches English as it is really used.
It presents natural language in authentic contexts, and explicitly develops conversation strategies so learners speak with
fluency and confidence."--Page 4 of cover.

Gateway B1
Students' Book contains a host of innovative and motivating features to make classes a real success.

Think Level 3 Student's Book
Helps students prepare and practise for their school-leaving exams and equips them with lifelong learning and study skills.
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Taking an inductive approach to Grammar, this title revises and extends the students' knowledge of grammar and
vocabulary through varied skills-based activities that recycle, revise, evaluate and develop language skills.

At-Takallum Arabic Teaching Set -- Starter Level
No other description available.

Oxford Exam Excellence
One of the founding mothers of mystery, Dorothy Sayers first introduced the popular character Lord Peter Wimsey in 1923
with the publication of Whose Body? Over the next twenty years, more novels and short stories about the aristocratic
amateur sleuth appeared, each one as cunningly written as the next.Now in single volume, here are all the Lord Peter
Wimsey stories, a treasure for any mystery lover. From "The Fantastic Horror of the Cat in the Bag" to "The Image in the
Mirror" and "Talboys," this collection is Lord Peter at his best -- and a true testament to the art of detective fiction.

Gateway. B1. Student's Book-Workbook-Webcode. Con Espansionbe Online. Per Le Scuole
Superiori
Intermediate level, for programmers fairly familiar with Java, but new to the functional style of programming and lambda
expressions. Get ready to program in a whole new way. Functional Programming in Java will help you quickly get on top of
the new, essential Java 8 language features and the functional style that will change and improve your code. This short,
targeted book will help you make the paradigm shift from the old imperative way to a less error-prone, more elegant, and
concise coding style that's also a breeze to parallelize. You'll explore the syntax and semantics of lambda expressions,
method and constructor references, and functional interfaces. You'll design and write applications better using the new
standards in Java 8 and the JDK. Lambda expressions are lightweight, highly concise anonymous methods backed by
functional interfaces in Java 8. You can use them to leap forward into a whole new world of programming in Java. With
functional programming capabilities, which have been around for decades in other languages, you can now write elegant,
concise, less error-prone code using standard Java. This book will guide you though the paradigm change, offer the
essential details about the new features, and show you how to transition from your old way of coding to an improved style.
In this book you'll see popular design patterns, such as decorator, builder, and strategy, come to life to solve common
design problems, but with little ceremony and effort. With these new capabilities in hand, Functional Programming in Java
will help you pick up techniques to implement designs that were beyond easy reach in earlier versions of Java. You'll see
how you can reap the benefits of tail call optimization, memoization, and effortless parallelization techniques. Java 8 will
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change the way you write applications. If you're eager to take advantage of the new features in the language, this is the
book for you. What you need: Java 8 with support for lambda expressions and the JDK is required to make use of the
concepts and the examples in this book.

Modern Experimental Stress Analysis
All structures suffer from stresses and strains caused by factors such as wind loading and vibrations. Stress analysis and
measurement is an integral part of the design and management of structures, and is used in a wide range of engineering
areas. There are two main types of stress analyses – the first is conceptual where the structure does not yet exist and the
analyst has more freedom to define geometry, materials, loads etc – generally such analysis is undertaken using numerical
methods such as the finite element method. The second is where the structure (or a prototype) exists, and so some
parameters are known. Others though, such as wind loading or environmental conditions will not be completely known and
yet may profoundly affect the structure. These problems are generally handled by an ad hoc combination of experimental
and analytical methods. This book therefore tackles one of the most common challenges facing engineers – how to solve a
stress analysis problem when all of the required information is not available. Its central concern is to establish formal
methods for including measurements as part of the complete analysis of such problems by presenting a new approach to
the processing of experimental data and thus to experimentation itself. In addition, engineers using finite element methods
will be able to extend the range of problems they can solve (and thereby the range of applications they can address) using
the methods developed here. Modern Experimental Stress Analysis: Presents a comprehensive and modern reformulation of
the approach to processing experimental data Offers a large collection of problems ranging from static to dynamic, linear to
non-linear Covers stress analysis with the finite element method Includes a wealth of documented experimental examples
Provides new ideas for researchers in computational mechanics

Excel 2013: The Missing Manual
Gateway A2 Workbook
Microsoft Azure Essentials from Microsoft Press is a series of free ebooks designed to help you advance your technical skills
with Microsoft Azure. The first ebook in the series, Microsoft Azure Essentials: Fundamentals of Azure, introduces developers
and IT professionals to the wide range of capabilities in Azure. The authors - both Microsoft MVPs in Azure - present both
conceptual and how-to content for key areas, including: Azure Websites and Azure Cloud Services Azure Virtual Machines
Azure Storage Azure Virtual Networks Databases Azure Active Directory Management tools Business scenarios Watch
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Microsoft Press’s blog and Twitter (@MicrosoftPress) to learn about other free ebooks in the “Microsoft Azure Essentials”
series.

Financing Sustainability
"Sustainability thinking is rapidly gaining traction. It offers an inspiring vision for the future of the world and provides
significant business and investment opportunities. Based on insights from over 300 empirical studies, this book explores the
possibilities in the field of renewable energy finance, carbon trading, and sustainable investing. In addition, it describes
innovative finance mechanisms - such as green bonds and peer-to-peer lending - that may further spur environmental and
social sustainability. By taking an empirical, fact-based approach, this book aims to provide investors, business executives,
and policymakers with a more thorough understanding of how sustainable finance can create value for business and
society. Key words: Sustainablefinance, renewable energy finance, cleantech, green investing, sustainable investments,
responsible investments, carbon trading, carbon finance, ESG, impact investing"--Publisher's website.

A Handbook for Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
Harold McGee's On Food and Cooking is a kitchen classic. Hailed by Time magazine as "a minor masterpiece" when it first
appeared in 1984, On Food and Cooking is the bible to which food lovers and professional chefs worldwide turn for an
understanding of where our foods come from, what exactly they're made of, and how cooking transforms them into
something new and delicious. Now, for its twentieth anniversary, Harold McGee has prepared a new, fully revised and
updated edition of On Food and Cooking. He has rewritten the text almost completely, expanded it by two-thirds, and
commissioned more than 100 new illustrations. As compulsively readable and engaging as ever, the new On Food and
Cooking provides countless eye-opening insights into food, its preparation, and its enjoyment. On Food and Cooking
pioneered the translation of technical food science into cook-friendly kitchen science and helped give birth to the inventive
culinary movement known as "molecular gastronomy." Though other books have now been written about kitchen science,
On Food and Cooking remains unmatched in the accuracy, clarity, and thoroughness of its explanations, and the intriguing
way in which it blends science with the historical evolution of foods and cooking techniques. Among the major themes
addressed throughout this new edition are: Traditional and modern methods of food production and their influences on food
quality The great diversity of methods by which people in different places and times have prepared the same ingredients
Tips for selecting the best ingredients and preparing them successfully The particular substances that give foods their
flavors and that give us pleasure Our evolving knowledge of the health benefits and risks of foods On Food and Cooking is
an invaluable and monumental compendium of basic information about ingredients, cooking methods, and the pleasures of
eating. It will delight and fascinate anyone who has ever cooked, savored, or wondered about food.
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Dungeons & Dragons Starter Set
Student's Book & Activity Book; 1 DVD. A Young Adult / Adult Coursebook Series teaching Arabic as a foreign language with
a modern communicative approach.

Origins of the Greek Verb
Complete First provides thorough preparation for the revised 2015 Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam. Complete First
Second edition Presentation Plus allows you to present and interact directly with the Student's Book, Workbook and Class
Audio at the front of the classroom. With Presentation Plus you can highlight, write and erase; hide and reveal text and
images; zoom in and out; create notes and save annotations; attach your own web links; display answer keys; play all Class
Audio and display the listening scripts; and connect to Cambridge Dictionaries Online via the internet. Presentation Plus can
be used with all types of interactive whiteboards or with a computer and projector.

Networking All-in-One For Dummies
Gateway is an academically rich five-level course designed to lead teenage students to success in school-leaving and
university entrance exams and prepare them for university and the world of work.

Russian Stage One--Live from Moscow!
First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

On Food and Cooking
This title provides teachers with valuable support that will enhance their teaching of the Student's Book

Tiger Time 1 Activity Book
Orderdas beste Bier at Oktoberfest! Hitch a ride on der Autobahn! Say "Wilkommen" to your neuen deutschen Freunde!
Learning to sprechen Sie Deutsches is fun and far easier than you might think. With this guide, you will make sense of this
fascinating language in no time. This practical, hands-on Buch comes with easy-to-understand lessons, useful exercises,
and embedded audio for pronunciation help. Building on the German language's close relation to English, this eBook
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includes everything from basic introductions to verb conversions. You will learn to: Order food with ease. Ask how much
items cost. Understand direct and indirect objects. Use superlatives to communicate more effectively. Know when to use
passive voice. Also, this eBook is enhanced with audio icons throughout which allow you to hear correct pronunciation or
participate in various exercises so you can perfect your German pronunciation and understanding with ease! Whether you
want to sample das stoutest Lager or converse with your grandparents in their native tongue, you'll soon discover just how
easy it is to learn German!

The Everything Learning German Book
The Car Hacker's Handbook
All key exam topics and vocabulary covered. Practice of all main test task types in Reading, Listening, Use of English,
Writing, and Speaking. Exam techniques, preparation strategies, and useful study tips. Multi-ROM containing recorded
material for the Listening tasks and tapescripts. Word Bank with key vocabulary, Speaking Bank with useful communicative
phrases, and Writing Bank with model texts and advice. Smart answer key that explains why an answer is correct.

Discover English 1
Gateway 2nd Edition - Build Up to B1
The Touchstone Workbook provides follow-up exercises for each lesson in the Student's Book, allowing for a thorough
practice of new vocabulary, structures, and conversation strategies and providing extra reading and writing activities. A
progress chart at the end of each unit helps students evaluate their progress and plan further study.

Lord Peter
Challenge and inspire your teenage learners to think beyond language. Think is a fresh, vibrant and upbeat course designed
to engage teenage learners and make them think. As well as building students' language skills, it offers a holistic approach
to learning: developing their thinking skills, encouraging them to reflect on values and building their self-confidence. Topics
are chosen to appeal to and challenge teenagers, firing their imagination and ensuring effective learning. Exam-style
exercises and tips help students prepare for Cambridge English Key, Preliminary and First. Informed by the Cambridge
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English Corpus, the course reflects real language usage and 'Get it right' sections help students avoid common mistakes.

Microsoft Azure Essentials - Fundamentals of Azure
'Laser B1' is part of third level course designed for young students. The Laser series has been revised and updated to
include PET preparation tasks and changes to the Cambridge ESOL FCE examination. A Student's Book integrates
development of key reading, writing, listening and speaking skills; Includes CD-ROM that intends to motivate reinforcement
of the structures and vocabulary; 'Dictionary corner' sections, focusing on topic-based lexis, collocations, word formation
and phrasal verbs; A Teacher's Book - includes a Test CD Pack. A workbook - With or without wey with a class Audio CD.

Functional Programming in Java
The New Commodity Trading Systems and Methods
A boxed set introducing the newest edition of the Dungeons & Dragons role-playing game includes a 64-page adventure
book with everything the Dungeon Master needs to get started; a 32-page rulebook for playing characters from Level 1 to
Level 5; five pregenerated characters, each with a character sheet and supporting reference material; and six polyhedral
dice.

Lord of the Flies
The Tiger Time Activity Book offers further skills practice, complementing the Student's Book, and provides activities that
support mixed-ability classes. Childrens literacy skills are developed while key language is reinforced.
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